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They canceled Tucker, now they’re coming for us… but you can fight back. Cancel Fox Nation and instead click here to subscribe to Revolver. Or give
the gift of Revolver—simply select the annual subscription and select “This is a gift” on the next page. If you want to give extra during this critical time,
you can make a one-time or recurring monthly donation — whether it’s $1 or $1,000, every bit goes towards the battle to save our great nation.

There were fireworks on  Capital Hill Thursday afternoon when an FBI whistleblower made a bombshell admission to Congressman Matt Gaetz.
According to the whistleblower, the D.C. FBI Field Office refused to provide video footage of the events on January 6th to the Boston office. The
reason given for withholding the footage was that there were undercover officers from the FBI who were actively participating in the “insurrection” that
took place that day.

Wow. It’s not like most folks didn’t already realize this, but it’s quite jarring to hear somebody from the bureau actually say those words out loud. It’s
stunning and sad to see how far this country has fallen in the name of left-wing power and politics.
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Travis · May 18, 2023
@Travis_in_Flint · Follow
Breaking: The FBI whistleblower just admitted to 
Congressman @mattgaetz that the Washington Field Office 
wouldn’t turn over video of Jan 6 to Boston because they had 
undercover officers inside taking part in the “insurrection.”
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The takeaway from Thursday’s hearing is crystal clear: the FBI is helplessly politicized and irreparably broken. This notion perfectly aligns with the
recent Durham report, which strongly criticized the FBI for launching an investigation into Trump without a shred of evidence.

New York Post:

The FBI is “broken” and is “targeting” agents who hold conservative political beliefs, the House Judiciary Committee and Select
Subcommittee on the Weaponization of the Federal Government charged in a report released Thursday that cites current and former bureau
workers.

Special agents Garret O’Boyle and Stephen Friend, supervisory intelligence analyst George Hill and staff operations specialist Marcus
Allen, as well as unnamed whistleblowers, have alleged that America’s top law enforcement agency is beset by “abuse, misallocation of
resources and retaliatory conduct,” the Judiciary panel said in a statement.

In the words of one of the whistleblowers, the FBI has become “cancerous” and “let itself become enveloped in this politicization and
weaponization.”

The “Weaponization” hearing had some pretty interesting moments. One that stood out was when this whistleblower spilled the beans on how the FBI
tricked the American public about January 6th.

Travis
@Travis_in_Flint · Follow

WATCH:  the FBI Whistleblower explains to 
Congressman @RepGregSteube that the FBI spread 
out each person from Jan 6 as a separate case in an 
attempt to inflate the numbers and trick the 
American public.  This process isn’t standard for the 
FBI and it further proves Director Wray… Show more

Watch on Twitter

10:44 AM · May 18, 2023

12.7K Reply Share

Read 204 replies

The hearing ended on a dramatic note when one whistleblower stated that the FBI and government will “crush” you if you cross them and tell the truth.
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Powerful Ending To @Weaponization 
Committee Hearing With FBI Whistleblowers

FBI Special Agent Garret O'Boyle: "The FBI will 
crush you. This Government will crush you and 
your family if you try to expose the truth about 
things that they are doing that are wrong. And 
we are all… Show more
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You can watch the entire press briefing on the Thursday’s hearing below:
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Tom Paine  

Reply •

− ⚑

3 days ago

We don’t need the FBI or CIA or Homeland Security. Repeal the Patriot Act now!!!!
FBI= Fascist Bureau of Intimidation

 9  0

Glen Bard  

Reply •

− ⚑> Tom Paine

3 days ago  edited

I call the the FBI Felonious Biden Insurrectionists and I call the CIA Communists in America.

 0  0

LincolnTrumpRepublican

Reply •

− ⚑

3 days ago

Make no mistake about it, 6 Jan 2021 was an orchestrated Deep State Democrat / Pelosi and DOJ-FBI-DHS set up frame job to
politically and legally accuse, charge, and indict Pres Trump for insurrection, sedition, and treason. With FBI plant agitators like Ray Epps
who screamed on a bull horn to Trump election protesters to storm the capital (who was never charged by the FBI for inciting
insurrection-shock and surprise), where Pelosi had the Capital Hill police (caught on video) waving in Trump election protesters to
storm the capital knowing full well what will happen to use it to Politically, Legislatively, Legally under the Biden Regime DOJ-FBI
Gestapo henchman Merrick Garland, accuse and indict Pres Trump for inciting insurrection and sedition violence by Trump supporters,
to politically and personally destroy Pres Trump, via 6 Jan Pelosi Politburo Political Stalinist Show Trial.

When the Govt - the State uses it's legal govt law enforcement agency or agencies apparatus (let alone the military) as a political
weaponized tool against it's political opponents, political opposition, against the people, knowingly engage in to illegally set up and
frame innocent people, let alone a duly elected US President of the opposition political party of accused crimes he never committed, it's
called a Police State, and when done in and under the guise of a democracy, let alone in our Constitutional Republic - govt Of, By, and
For We the People , it's not just political criminal corruption, it's govt state sanctioned tyranny and oppression, Sedition and Treason.

There's only one way to �x this -

The United States must have a National Nuremberg style trial of the conspirators and traitors

Abolish the FBI, DHS, IRS, the CIA, and create a new govt legal Fed Law Enforcement and Intelligence Agencies with massive political
Congressional Oversight, which immediate consequences such immediate �ring and or prosecution of senior govt executive agency
o�cials can be attributed

Thirdly, abolish the "Patriot Act" which was created and designed to bypass and override US Constitution protections and rights after
911
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BETSY*ROSS*was*WOKE  
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🎯 Bingo
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No Rinos please  

Reply •

− ⚑> LincolnTrumpRepublican

3 days ago

Too few understand what you are saying. Too many will eventually understand, when it is too late.
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DL − ⚑

3 days ago

The "Patriot Act" is George Bush's Communist gift that keeps on giving
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CatoTheElder  

Reply •

− ⚑> DL

3 days ago

It should've been named the "Anti-Patriot Act" ... because that is who they were targeting all along. They never let a "good
tragedy" go to waste ...
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thunderpunch  

Reply •

− ⚑> CatoTheElder

3 days ago

Learned a long time ago the easiest rule of thumb is any name that Congress gives a bill usually means it'll do the
opposite of what it says.

See: Affordable Care Act, Patriot Act, New Deal, etc.
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John Riddle  

Reply •

− ⚑> DL

3 days ago

Well, he was intellectually challenged and let that shady Dick Cheney run the show.
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toughteri  

Reply •

− ⚑

3 days ago

The evidence clearly points to a setup; why are ANY American citizens in jail or being convicted other than Deep State operatives?

 3  0

lifematters

Reply •
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3 days ago  edited

Where are the o�cial statements of outrage from Republican leadership over these clearcut crimes against their base??? What's that
we hear? Crickets?
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cheeriosinmypocket  

Reply •

− ⚑> lifematters

3 days ago

The only power in the hands of the Republican leadership in the House is the power of the purse. Expose and defund...this is
the FBI harming citizens so the FBI has zero dollars because of their criminal actions. The Durham report exposes an out of
control DOJ, so the DOJ will have zero dollars because of their criminal actions.
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Jamba Bones  − ⚑> lifematters

3 days ago
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patriot  

Reply •
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3 days ago

This is fascism.

Time for McCarthy to pull the rug out from these thugs.
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RetiredBob  

Reply •

− ⚑

3 days ago

The corruption in the FBI and DOJ is stunning. They are cowing their employees into submission. If a strong Republican isn't elected in
2024 to gut the rot, the USA is OVER.
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BETSY*ROSS*was*WOKE  

Reply •

− ⚑> RetiredBob

3 days ago

Not "ELECTED" Bob, If MASSIVE AND SWEEPING ELECTION REFORM DOESN'T HAPPEN then the USA is over. And it's not
looking good. Our best chance is DJT and his closest allies have a grand plan on how to �ght and beat the election steal ( and
are just staying quiet as loose lips sink ships) Also if God almighty reaches down and smites these Demons. Those are our
two options I am afraid.
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Section Ate

Reply •
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18 hours ago

These azs-clowns ain’t “whistleblowers” under the law. Simply ‘cause Gym Jordan calls ‘em “whistleblower” don’t make it so.

 1  0

Adam  − ⚑

a day ago  edited

A word or two about this Jan 6 topic.

First,...Lefties operatives created JAN 6 turmoil at Washington DC Capitol,....and as expected the FBI, CIA, NSA, all government
agencies, overloaded and so under control of the Socialist/Communist anti-American Democrat Party will deny it all the way down to
their graves.

Anyone can look this up...
The democrats were, and still are, very active denying what really took place.....tv tabloids and yellow press publication are very active in
a cover-up.
RE - [ Trump Supporters Are Spreading Lies That the Rioters Were Antifa ]

And yet the truth always �nd a way to get a�oat......
RE - [ Two known Antifa members posed as pro-Trump to in�ltrate Capitol riot: sources ]
RE - [ Antifa, BLM Protester BRAGS On Camera About Posing As Trump Supporter To Instigate Violence At Capitol — Confesses To
Breaking Windows ]

And that for short.
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Reply •
Anyone curious or interested?...just look it up.
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ChuckinKnuckles

Reply •

− ⚑

2 days ago

The do nothing GOP will make sure the cover ups, stay covered up, or at least nothing will be done about the corruption.
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John Riddle  

Reply •

− ⚑

3 days ago

Yet, some RINOs in the House, such as Rogers from KY, still heap praise on that corrupt tyrant Wray.
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Buckshot  
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3 days ago

G. Gordon Liddy used to have a saying for when the fbi shows up in your yard, "Head taps baby, head taps."

If just one American followed his advice it would be the beginning of the end for the fbi. Just sayin' is all.
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China Bribes and the Nation was Sold Out
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lifematters

Reply •
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Hearings are great (�nally!)... Now what are republicans planning to DO about all of the criminality being exposed within DOJ?
Or will this all just be another "Durham Report" that exposes truth but brings no consequences?
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American_State_Citizen  

Reply •
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They can revoke all funding. If they were serious, this is what they'd do. They don't appear to be serious.
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Your “whistleblower” was paid for his testimony by Trump operative Kash Patel.

Zero credibility.
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dwdarby  

Reply •
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Doesn't matter who paid who. We've all seen the truth. And that whistle blower isn't lying.
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Jamba Bones  − ⚑> jharp
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